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a b s t r a c t

The angular dependence of the magnetization reversal in epitaxial Fe/IrMn bilayers with collinear and

non-collinear cubic and unidirectional anisotropies is investigated. Multistep loops with different

magnetization reversal processes are observed for either positive or negative angles with respect to the

Fe easy axis. The angular dependence of the switching fields displays the broken symmetry of the

induced non-collinearity. The experimental results are reproduced with a generalized domain wall

nucleation model that includes the induced anisotropy configuration and the peculiar asymmetric

magnetic switching behavior. These results highlight the importance of the relative angle between

anisotropies in epitaxial exchange bias systems with incoherent rotation reversal mechanism, opening

a new pathway for tailoring the magnetic properties of such systems.

& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Ferromagnetic (F)/antiferromagnetic (AF) exchange bias (EB)
structures [1] are at the heart of today’s spintronics devices,
taking advantage of the interfacial exchange interaction
effects [2]. Prospects for control and design of desirable magnetic
behavior for EB systems depend upon a clear understanding of the
key parameters governing the exchange coupling at the interface.
Different intrinsic parameters (e.g., materials, anisotropies, thick-
nesses, and shapes) [2], as well as extrinsic ones (e.g., field cooling
(FC) procedures) [3,4] have been explored and characterized [5,6]
to understand exchange-coupling phenomena in EB systems. In
general, the interfacial exchange coupling effects depend on the
nature of the spin-moments at the interface [7] and the strength
of competing anisotropies [8], as well as their relative orientation
[9,10], that together lead to a complex phase diagram of different
reversal behaviors [8–11]. Moreover, the relative importance of
the anisotropies involved can be selectively enhanced either
intrinsically by interfacial frustration [9,12] or extrinsically via
patterning [13–15] and/or special FC procedures [3,4,10,16].

Manipulation of AF interfacial spins with respect to the
induced unidirectional anisotropy has been successfully demon-
strated in polycrystalline EB systems [9,10] and interpreted by a
coherent rotation model. Despite extensive research, there are
still ongoing controversies about the fundamental magnetization
ll rights reserved.
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reversal mechanisms in EB systems. Recent experimental works
on epitaxial (002) exchange biased bilayers show inconsistency
with the coherent rotation protocol [17–20]. In epitaxial (002)
F/AF systems, the interfacial exchange coupling breaks the strong
cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy, resulting in unique multi-
step hysteresis loops, which can be further interpreted by
magnetization reversal via domain wall (DW) nucleation and
propagation [20]. The multistep loops make the epitaxial (002)
F/AF system a rich paradigm to explore the competing effects
between cubic anisotropy and EB. However, previous works only
dealt with collinear cubic and exchange anisotropies, where the
unidirectional EB easy axis sits along one of the Fe cubic easy axis.
In this letter, we describe the magnetization reversal of epitaxial
Fe/IrMn bilayers with both collinear and non-collinear anisotropy
configurations, and proposed a generalized DW nucleation model
to interpret the angular dependent magnetic switching fields. Our
work has important practical applications for it reveals the
importance of the misalignment between cubic anisotropy and
the direction of the applied field during the FC procedure in order
to properly account for the asymmetry of the magnetization
reversal and the angular dependences of the switching fields.
2. Experimental

Epitaxial Fe15 nm/IrMn10 nm bilayers, with a Ta5 nm capping
layer, were grown on transparent MgO(001) substrates (prean-
nealed at 500 1C) by ultrahigh vacuum ion-beam sputtering at an
elevated temperature of 145 1C. As shown earlier [20], x-ray
y�2y scans and in-plane F-scans have confirmed the epitaxial
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Fig. 1. Definition of the various switching fields between different Fe easy axes.

Each 1801 magnetization reversal (two-step) involves one of the four semicircles

(top, bottom, left, right).
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal (99) and transverse (?) MOKE loops measured (a,b) at f¼01

and (c,d) at f¼�901, with different anisotropy configurations, schematically

shown on top, including collinear (aFC¼01) and non-collinear (aFC¼�211 ) cases.

The orientation of Fe spins in the switching processes is represented by the arrows

enclosed in a box.
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relationship of the Fe/IrMn bilayers, i.e., MgO(001)[100]99-
Fe(001)[110]99IrMn(001)[100]. A permanent magnet generating
a field of �300 Oe was employed throughout the sample deposi-
tion and cooling process [to room temperature, RT], to define the
EB direction. The field direction of the magnet was misaligned by
an angle aFC with respect to the Fe[010] easy axis. Two different
anisotropy configurations were set by using aFC¼01 (collinear)
and aFC¼�211 (non-collinear). Angular dependent vector mag-
neto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) [21,22] measurements were per-
formed ex situ at RT to study the reversal of both in-plane
magnetization components, i.e., longitudinal (99) and transverse
(?) components at different f ,defined as the angle between the
external applied field, Hext, and the Fe[010] easy axis. Previous
works have shown that the magnetization reversals are achieved
via DW nucleation and propagation along the different Fe easy axes
[20,23]. Depending on the initial and final remanent directions
involved in a magnetic transition, we refer to the corresponding
switching fields as Hc1–Hc4 (clockwise), and HcI–HcIV (counter-
clockwise), respectively (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 3. Longitudinal (99) and transverse (?) MOKE loops measured at selective field

angles for the non-collinear anisotropy configuration (aFC¼�211). The orientation

of Fe spins in the switching processes is represented by the arrows enclosed in a

box.
3. Results and discussions

Fig. 2 compares the in-plane magnetization hysteresis loops at
Fe[010] (f¼01) and Fe[�100] (f¼�901) for the collinear
(aFC¼01) and non-collinear (aFC¼�211) coupling configurations,
respectively. For f¼01, biased loops with one-step magnetization
reversal, for both descending and ascending branches of the
hysteresis loop, were observed for the collinear configuration
[Fig. 2(a)]. In contrast, for the non-collinear case, biased loops but
with two-step magnetic switching were observed for both
branches, due to the broken cubic symmetry by the EB
[Fig. 2(b)]. The intermediate state indicates the magnetization
reversal along Fe[�100]. For f¼�901, double-shifted loops with
two-step switching were observed for both configurations,
Fig. 2(c) and (d). However, the intermediate states for both
branches are mediated via the same Fe[010] easy axis. Besides,
the hysteresis loop also exhibits a shift along the field axis for the
non-collinear anisotropy configuration, marked with a vertical
dashed line in Fig. 2(d).

An asymmetric magnetization reversal behavior is found for
the non-collinear coupled bilayer. The left and right panels of
Fig. 3 show the hysteresis loops acquired close to Fe[010] at
corresponding negative and positive f values, respectively. For
positive f (01rfo451), the magnetization reversal for descend-
ing and ascending branches always occurred in two steps and in
the same bottom semicircle (Fig. 1) as revealed by the transverse



Fig. 4. Angular dependence of the experimentally observed switching fields

(symbols) and the corresponding theoretical fitting results (curves) for the non-

collinear coupled bilayer. The switching fields, represented by different symbols

and curves, correspond to the magnetic transitions between different initial and

final Fe easy axes orientations. The semicircles (see Fig. 1) followed by the

switching fields during the reversal are also indicated.
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MOKE signals, with the intermediate states mediated by
Fe[�100]. The magnetic switching occurs via Hc1 and Hc2 for
the descending branch and the reverse processes, via HcII and HcI,
for the ascending branch. For �151rfo01, Hext lies between the
Fe[010] and the EB directions. Due to the strong Keb, the
magnetization reversal still occurs in the bottom semicircle,
similar to that for positive f. This is different from the collinear
configuration [20], where the magnetization reversal is accom-
modated by the top semicircle right after Hext passes Fe[010]. For
�451ofr�251 (Hext applied past the EB), the magnetization
reversal was accommodated by the top semicircle for descending
branch (HcIV and HcIII); however, it still occurs in the bottom
semicircle for the ascending branch (HcII and HcI). In other words,
the magnetization reversal involves two opposite semicircles (top
and bottom), and the intermediate states are mediated by Fe[100]
and Fe[�100] for the descending and ascending branches, respec-
tively. This is also significantly different from that of collinear
configuration [20], where magnetization reversal involves only
the top semicircle for all negative f. It should be noted that for
the ascending branch, the second switching at HcI is not observed
when HcIoHcII, for example at f¼�351 (Fig. 3). In summary, the
magnetization reversal of the non-collinear coupled sample for
the corresponding positive and negative values of f shows
significant asymmetry as compared with the collinear sample.
For the latter [20], the magnetization reversal is symmetric about
f¼01 and involves only one semicircle for each f.

Next, we propose a generalized DW nucleation model to
interpret the f-dependence of the switching fields. Zhan et al.
have previously shown that both the one-step and the two-step
loops observed in epitaxial Fe/MgO(0 0 1) films are mediated by
two successive or two separate 901 DW nucleations [24]. The DW
nucleation energy, e901, can be evaluated by fitting the f-depen-
dence of switching fields. For our Fe/IrMn bilayer system, the AF
layer induces an additional anisotropy, Keb. As a result, the total
energy for the Fe/IrMn bilayer, with collinear cubic and exchange
anisotropies, can be rewritten as

E¼ ðK1=4Þsin2 2y�Kebcos y�MH cosðf�yÞ,

where y is the angle between the magnetization M and the
Fe[0 1 0] direction. Subsequently, the energies of single domain
states at the four Fe easy axes can be obtained as

E½010� ¼ �Keb�MHcos f,

E½100� ¼ �MH sin f,

E½0�10� ¼ KebþMH cos f,

E½�100� ¼MH sin f:

The switching fields related to the DW nucleation energy can
be derived from the energy gain between the local minima at the
initial and final easy axes involved in the transition [25]. The
theoretical switching fields for 901 magnetic transitions, as
indicated in Fig. 1, are obtained as

Hc1 ¼�
e90oþKeb

Mðcos fþsin fÞ
, Hc2 ¼�

e90oþKeb

Mðcos f�sin fÞ
,

Hc3 ¼
e90o�Keb

Mðcos fþsin fÞ
, Hc4 ¼

e90o�Keb

Mðcos f�sin fÞ
,

HcI ¼
e90o�Keb

Mðcos fþsin fÞ
, HcII ¼

e90o�Keb

Mðcos f�sin fÞ
,

HcIII ¼�
e90oþKeb

Mðcos fþsin fÞ
, HcIV ¼�

e90oþKeb

Mðcos f�sin fÞ

In our previous work [20], we have shown that this model is in
good agreement with the experimental data [26]. Originally, we
also included in our model a small induced uniaxial anisotropy,
Ku, collinear with Keb. However, fitting for the f-dependence
indicated that this induced Ku is negligibly small [20]. Therefore,
we no longer consider this term in our generalized DW nucleation
model. Detailed discussions on the collinear coupled sample have
been reported in the previous work. Just for a brief summary,
close to the EB direction, the bottom and top semicircles are
involved in the magnetization reversal for 01ofo 451 and
�451ofo01, respectively. However, perpendicular to the EB
direction, only the right semicircle is involved in the magnetiza-
tion reversal, with the corresponding switching fields Hc1, Hc4, HcI,
and HcIV. The effective exchange field, Keb/M, as well as e901/M, of
the collinear sample are determined from the fitting as �33 Oe
and �18 Oe, respectively.

For the non-collinear case as we reported in this work, Keb is
decomposed into two components, Keb(99)¼Keb cos aFC, and
Keb(?)¼Keb sin aFC, lying along the two orthogonal cubic easy
axes. The two orthogonal Keb components act as effective fields
superimposed onto the cubic Fe easy axes. Similarly, the theore-
tical switching fields for 901 magnetic transitions are obtained as

Hc1 ¼�
e90oþKebðcos aFCþsin aFCÞ

Mðcos fþsinfÞ
,

Hc2 ¼�
e90oþKebðcos aFC�sin aFCÞ

Mðcos f�sin fÞ
,

Hc3 ¼
e90o�Kebðcos aFCþsin aFCÞ

Mðcos fþsin fÞ
,

Hc4 ¼
e90o�Kebðcos aFC�sin aFCÞ

Mðcos f�sin fÞ
,

HcI ¼
e90o�Kebðcos aFCþsin aFCÞ

Mðcos fþsin fÞ
,

HcII ¼
e90o�Kebðcos aFC�sin aFCÞ

Mðcos f�sin fÞ
,
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HcIII ¼�
e90oþKebðcos aFCþsin aFCÞ

Mðcos fþsin fÞ
,

HcIV ¼�
e90oþKebðcos aFC�sin aFCÞ

Mðcos f�sin fÞ
,

We applied these equations and fit for the angular dependent
switching fields of the non-collinear sample. The f-dependences
close to Fe[010] and Fe[�100] are summarized in Fig. 4(a) and
(b), respectively. All the switching fields can be nicely fitted with
the fitting parameters Keb/M¼31 Oe, e901/M¼14.5 Oe, and
aFC¼�211. Because Keb/M and e901/M are both AF dependent,
the slight difference of the fitted values for the two configurations
is possibly caused by the AF misalignment. In Fig. 4(a), the
symmetry about f¼01 is broken. For the descending branch,
the magnetization reversal via the top semicircle (HcIII and HcIV)
was suppressed by the non-collinear EB. The magnetization
reversal via the bottom semicircle (Hc1 and Hc2) became largely
favorable. The transition of the magnetization reversal from the
bottom to the top semicircle occurred at f��151, not at
aFC¼�211 as one would intuitively expect [Fig. 4(a)]. This is also
consistent with our modeling using the above fitting parameters.
Physically, the transition angle is dependent on aFC as well as the
relative strength of Keb and e901. For the ascending branch, the
magnetization reversal via the top semicircle (Hc3 and Hc4) is
completely prohibited; only the reversal via the bottom semi-
circle (HcI and HcII) is possible. The strong preference of the
magnetization reversal along the bottom semicircle is attributed
to the enhanced Fe[�100] easy axis by the Keb(?) component. In
Fig. 4(b), the four characterizing switching fields, Hc1, Hc4, HcI,
HcIV, are all shifted downwards due to the Keb(?). As can be seen,
our generalized DW nucleation model reproduces the switching
fields very well over the entire angular range, by simply taking
into account the misalignment angle, aFC¼�211.
4. Conclusion

In summary, detailed angle-dependent magnetic studies in
epitaxial (002) exchange biased systems with collinear and non-
collinear anisotropy configurations are reported, which showed
that a number of asymmetries can be induced by the non-
collinearity. We developed a generalized DW nucleation model
to quantitatively interpret our data. Our work reveals the impor-
tance not only of the relative intensity of the different anisotro-
pies in the system but also of the angle between them. Such
induced anisotropic behavior can also be used to tailor the
magnetic properties in exchange biased systems.
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